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“Earth rejoices our words, breathing and peaceful steps. Let every breath, every word and every step 

make the mother earth proud of us.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every year, Earth Day is celebrated on 22nd April all over the world to spread awareness about the 

issues related to environment. With a beautiful message - Our continuing efforts in our everyday lives 

will make this beautiful planet thrive, St. Thomas School, Loni celebrated “The Earth Day” with a 

theme “Planet vs Plastics”, through a series of activities from April 15- April 22, 2024 to sensitize the 

children to become the crusaders for environmental conservation. 

These activities aimed at promoting environmental awareness and sustainable living among the students. 

The activities were specifically designed for students of different classes to cater to their interests and 

age groups. Students participated in the activities with great enthusiasm and zeal. 

Seed bomb making – This activity was performed by the students of classes IV & V. The students were 

divided into groups and each student made 5 seed bombs. They were very excited and happy in 

planting seed bombs. 

Paper folder making - This activity was performed by the students of classes VI to VIII. It helped the 

students to learn that paper is environmentally friendly and help in reducing plastic that takes a 

thousand years to decompose. They learned about the harmful effects of plastic bags on the 

environment. They were encouraged to make and use paper folders in place of plastic folders available in 

the market.  

Plantation drive - Students of classes IX to XII participated in a tree plantation drive. This activity 

helped them to understand the importance of trees in maintaining the ecological balance and 

conserving the environment. Together they planted several trees in the school premises. 

Classes Activities 

IV - V Seed Bomb Making Activity 

VI – VIII Paper Folder Making Activity 

IX - XII Plantation Drive 



Celebration at a glance 

     

       

     

This definitely helped to spark the passion in our young students. Students felt motivated to take this 

cause forward by spreading the message and taking action before it‟s too late! Most importantly 

students learnt that „Every Day is an Earth Day‟.  

The activities of the week rekindled emotive concerns and instigated the youngsters to save, love and 

respect Mother Nature with all their heart and soul imparting substantial knowledge of environment 

and plants. 

 

Happy Earth Day! 

 
 


